
 

Microtech Finishes 
Microtech is a new finish to porcelain tiles. It provides the advantage of a natural / matt (R10) finish when dry, 
with the added security of being antislip (R11) when wet. The obvious advantage here is that you can use the 
same tile throughout a project without any concern that it will be more slippery in some areas than others. To 
ease and concerns you might have in this regard we have had the finish tested locally and independently in 
New Zealand, the results are at the back of this document. 

 

Post Installation 
We recommend a post installation deep clean on all our products however this is especially important with the 

microtech finish. The smoothness of the surface may convince you that this tile will always be easy to clean 

however if grout haze and building debris are not removed post installation, issues with marking can arise later. 

 

Post Installation Deep Clean 
We recommend using a product called Fila Deterdek available locally in New Zealand. Using Deterdek in the 

correct specified dilution will remove grout haze and building debris. We have included the Deterdek 

specification in this document. 

 

Ongoing Cleaning 
For ongoing cleaning any cleaner, you prefer to use will be sufficient for products with the microtech finish and 

you should experience no issues. That said every four months or so we recommend a clean using Fila PS87. 

Mix PS87 with hot to boiling hot water. Pour on tiles and do 4 m2 at a time once areas saturated with mixture 

use soft agitating brush and softly scrub, house broom ok. Leave for few minutes. You will then see a milky 

substance rise to surface of tiles. That means product is working and lifting product out of tiles and is made to 

float on top of watery surface. 

The next phase is essential. You either vacuum up that surface with wet dry vacuum or if not available use dry 

towels and soak up dirty product and rinse towels. You must get up all dirty water otherwise it the dirt will 

simply rest back on to the tiles surface. Next, rinse floor with hot water and repeat towels process if need be. 

The PS87 specification document is available at the back of this document. 
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